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A new friendship helps a polar bear realize that it’s possible to see every color in the rainbow—you
just need to know how to look
 
In this picture book perfect for fans of Carson Ellis’s Home and Aaron Becker’s Journey, Bear longs to see
color . . . but everything around him on the North Pole is white, white, white. When a seagull brings a gift
from a little girl, Bear falls in love with the colors in her painting, but it's not enough. So the girl sets off in
her boat to take Bear on an adventure and help him see the colors up close. The pair visits colorful landmarks
around the world, from the windmills of Holland to the Egyptian pyramids to New York's Statue of Liberty.
And by the time they return to Bear's polar home, Bear has learned to see color reflected all around
him—especially the colors of the Northern Lights, which were there all along.
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From reader reviews:

Carla Arbogast:

This book untitled Every Color to be one of several books which best seller in this year, that is because when
you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this specific book in the
book retailer or you can order it via online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
more readily to read this book, since you can read this book in your Mobile phone. So there is no reason to
your account to past this publication from your list.

William Chestnut:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, limited story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not attempting Every Color that give your fun
preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading habit all over the world can be said as the
way for people to know world far better then how they react towards the world. It can't be stated constantly
that reading addiction only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to always be success
person. So , for all you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you could pick Every Color
become your own starter.

Ryan Walker:

This Every Color is great guide for you because the content and that is full of information for you who have
always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it facts
accurately using great arrange word or we can declare no rambling sentences included. So if you are read this
hurriedly you can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward sentences
but difficult core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having Every Color in your hand like
getting the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no publication that offer you
world within ten or fifteen second right but this reserve already do that. So , this really is good reading book.
Hey there Mr. and Mrs. active do you still doubt that will?

Linda Soto:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge from it. You can take knowledge and information from a
book. Book is composed or printed or created from each source that filled update of news. In this particular
modern era like currently, many ways to get information are available for an individual. From media social
such as newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You can add
your understanding by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just trying to
find the Every Color when you necessary it?
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